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Channel 5 welcomes the opportunity to respond to this consultation.  
 
Ofcom has given itself a very tight timetable in which to generate its own rules and 
procedures for the regulation of On-Demand Programme Services (ODPSs) following 
its decision to transfer their regulation fully to Ofcom from the co-regulatory model 
involving ATVOD. We recognise that Ofcom has acted speedily to adapt its and 
ATVOD’s procedures to the change in regulatory authority. We anticipate that some 
of these procedures will need to be refined in the months ahead.  
 
As far as the two issues about which Ofcom is consulting are concerned, Channel 5 
is broadly happy with the proposed procedures for investigating Rule breaches but 
believes Ofcom needs to think more deeply about the options for charging fees.    
 
 

Consultation Questions 
 
Question 1: Do you agree with Ofcom’s proposal substantively to align procedures 
for investigating breaches of rules for ODPS with established procedures for linear 
television broadcasting, and do you have any specific comments on any aspect of 
the draft Procedures at Annex 5? 
 
Channel 5 recognises Ofcom’s desire to align its procedures for considering 
complaints about ODPSs with its procedures for considering complaints on linear 
television and radio.  
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We do have one concern, about the proposal in paragraph 1.13 of the draft 
Procedures to permit Ofcom to pursue a complaint on a catch-up ODPS as if it was a 
complaint about the parent linear service. It seems to us that if a viewer complains to 
Ofcom about content on a catch-up service and is referred to the ODPS (on the 
“service provider first” principle), then Ofcom should not use that as the basis for 
investigating the complaint simultaneously under the Broadcast Code. At the very 
least, Ofcom should wait until the complaint has been answered by the ODPS to the 
satisfaction of the complainant or, if not satisfied, is itself considering the complaint, 
before commencing action under the Broadcasting Code. The same content should 
not be considered simultaneously under the Rules and the Code. And Ofcom should 
not effectively overtake and disregard a complaint about content on an ODPS by 
launching a Broadcasting Code investigation instead. 
 
 
Question 2: Do you agree with Ofcom’s proposal not to charge fees under section 
368NA of the Act, and specifically to cover the small incremental cost involved in 
becoming sole regulator (rather than co-regulator) of ODPS within the existing fees 
structure for television broadcasting licensees? If not, which alternative option do you 
consider would provide a proportionate, fair and pragmatic basis for apportioning 
these costs? 
 
Channel 5 is not persuaded by Ofcom’s reasoning or its proposals to load all the 
costs of regulating ODPSs onto existing linear television broadcasting services.  
 
Ofcom argues that “the incremental costs for Ofcom regulating ODPS in addition to 
broadcasting are very small”. We recognise that the absolute amount involved in 
regulating the sector is relatively modest compared to other Ofcom activities, but do 
not consider it insignificant. In looking at the costs of ODPS regulation, Ofcom should 
consider not simply the above-the-line incremental costs of, for example, the salaries 
of the two additional staff transferred from ATVOD. Instead it should consider proper 
apportionment of all Ofcom costs now dedicated to ODPS regulation, including 
management time, back office activities, office costs, stakeholder engagement and 
provision for unpredictable expenditures such as litigation. Such apportionment 
would find the true cost of regulating ODPSs is considerably higher than Ofcom 
suggests. 
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We recognise that it is not possible to wholly disaggregate the costs of ODPS 
regulation when a number of Ofcom workstreams overlap broadcasting and on-
demand and Ofcom is “closely aligning its work on ODPS with its work on 
broadcasting”1. But because the specific costs of ODPS regulation may be difficult to 
calculate does not mean no such costs are incurred.     
 
One of the major reasons Ofcom put forward for bringing ODPS regulation under one 
roof and dispensing with the co-regulatory model was the growing significance of on-
demand viewing. For example, in its statement announcing the change Ofcom said 
“Video-on-demand services have become increasingly popular among viewers. The 
proportion of adults aged 15 and over that watch video-on-demand services has 
increased from 27% in 2010 to 57% in 2014”2. In remarks to the then ATVOD 
Industry Forum explaining Ofcom’s decision, Tony Close, Director of Contents 
Standards, Licensing & Enforcement at Ofcom, said Ofcom “had decided to have a 
single regulatory focus in the case of TV broadcasting and VOD to create clarity, 
raise the profile of VOD regulation and potentially make savings”3 [emphasis added]. 
It seems to us that the added significance Ofcom attaches to ODPS regulation now 
and in the future (especially if the forthcoming review of the AVMS Directive leads to 
changes in ODPS regulation) means the proportion of Ofcom resources devoted to it 
is likely to increase.  
 
Therefore Channel 5 believes a significant and potentially rising proportion of 
Ofcom’s expenditure on content regulation will be attributable directly or indirectly to 
the ODPS sector. 
 
Of course it would be perfectly reasonable for all spending on content regulation to 
be paid for out of TV licensees’ Ofcom fees if all ODPSs were also broadcasters. But 
there are significant ODPS providers which do not hold a television broadcast 
licence. Of the 27 service providers currently paying ATVOD’s ‘Super A’ fee rate, five 
do not hold a television broadcast licence4, of which one is a major international 
provider of on-demand services and one is a major UK television platform. In addition 

                                                        
1
 Condoc paragraph 4.12 

2
 Ofcom news release Ofcom brings regulation of ‘video-on-demand’ in-house 14 October 2015 

3
 Minutes of the Special ATVOD Industry Forum meeting held on 16 November 2015 

4
 Amazon Instant Video Ltd, Chelsea Football Club Ltd, Liverpool Football Club & Athletic Grounds 

Ltd, Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd and TALKTALK Telecom Ltd 
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to such ‘Super A’ providers (i.e. companies with a turnover above £25.9m), there are 
several other sizeable ODPSs which do not have a television broadcasting licence.     
 
Therefore Channel 5 is opposed to Ofcom’s preferred Option A, as it would give a 
free ride to major ODPS providers that are not broadcasters at the very time the 
sector is becoming more significant.  
 
We are opposed to Option B both for similar reasons - the costs of ODPS regulation 
would lie entirely with broadcast licensees – and because of the complexities 
involved in calculating appropriate fee levels. Channel 5 was represented on 
ATVOD’s standing Fees Working Party throughout the co-regulator’s existence, so 
we were able to examine in detail the difficulties inherent in determining a fair and 
proportionate ODPS fees regime. Although a revenue-based fees system had clear 
advantages in theory, it proved unworkable in practice; while the revenues of major 
ODPSs that relied on advertising could be relatively easily determined, the revenues 
of ODPSs that worked on a subscription model could not be identified, as 
subscriptions typically covered not just the ODPS but other services such as pay TV 
services and/or non-ODPS online services. ATVOD decided it would not be possible 
to disaggregate revenue attributable to an ODPS which adopted this model5. Ofcom 
would encounter similar problems in attempting to amend its Statement of Charging 
Principles.    
 
Of the options Ofcom discusses in the consultation, Channel 5 prefers Option C. It 
would mean all major ODPSs paying fees broadly related to Ofcom activity on ODPS 
regulation. We believe this would be fair and proportionate - and would ensure that 
as the on-demand sector continues to grow, no major provider of on-demand 
services would fail to make some financial contribution to Ofcom’s costs. 
 
Although Ofcom has not consulted on proposals for all ODPSs to pay a fee, we 
believe there is merit in all ODPSs paying something, just as all television broadcast 
licensees make some contribution to the costs of their regulation.  We recognise that 
the costs of collecting such small fees may add up to little more than the revenue 

                                                        
5
 See for example the discussions at paragraphs 3.77-3.79 in Joint consultation by the Association for 

Television On-Demand (“ATVOD”) and Ofcom: Proposals for regulatory fees for on-demand 
programme services for the period 1 April 2011 to 31 March 2012 (“Year Two”), 18 February 2011; 
and at paragraphs 3.3-3.4 of the Minutes of the eleventh meeting of the ATVOD/Industry Forum Fees 
Working Party, 8 July 2015 
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they generate; but as the ODPS sector continues to grow, so it should make a 
broadly based contribution to Ofcom’s costs.     
 
 
 
Channel 5 Broadcasting Ltd 
 
 
 
February 2016 
 


